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IJnder this NASA contract the Ur, iversity o# Alabama in Hunts-
viile (UAH) was to provide the following:
1 . identification of critical flow problems related to
propulsion systems and identiFy con,put.]tion_-{1 fluid
dynamics (CF[:') resources for applice, tion to these
problems ;
2 , pl-omotion o# CFD techr, olog> _rcm research :cnters to
technology cJevelcipment centers and direct the applic(_-
tion of CFD ,ms a design tool;
. encourage industry and ur, iver.=?itv part-icip._..tior, it,
CPD/propul_ion research activities through their own
internal and e-<terr,al funds ;
4. provide pee,- review to CFD/propulsior, programs;
° direct the veri'Fic-:,tior, and validation o# CFD n,ethodolc-
gies as they are .applied to propulsion problems.
Items 1-4 of the proposed UAH tasks above have been accomplished
through _he establishment of four Principle Investigatc.. Working
Group_-- ol- Techr, ology Teams under the Consortium for Compu_:._tional
Fluicl Dynamics Application in Propulsion Technology (__ee Figures
I and 2) established by the CFD Brancl-, at NASA/MSFC. Coordina-
tion of these activities has been through the Consortium for
Computational Fluid Dynamics (COFD), establislned at and by UAH
for this purpose. The four established technology teams are:
- Turbir, e Stage Technology Team
- Pump Stage Technology. Team
- Combustion-Driven Flow Technology Team
Complex Flow Paths Technology Team
The _cchr, ical rnanagement of each of these team5 is controllod b>
•a staff merr,ber from the CFD Branch ot NASA/MSFC and the members
oF each technical team are £rom the member organizations in the
CCFD (see Figure 3).
T he
be 1 ow.
published objectives and tasks of the CCFD are listed
Objectives:
I . Focus CFD applications in propulsion
a . ETO
i. Direct baseline pr-ogram towavdS, improved aCCL!-
racy, stability and efficiency
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b . CSTI
i.
ii.
Stimulate CFD validation towards propulsion
flows
Direct applications codes toward design tools
and advanced hardware technology concept_
2. Identify national CFD propulsion requirements
. Stimul.i_te a forum for government, industry, and univer-
•sity interactions
Encourage industry !:o p,=r-l-icip_te in CFD developn,cnt
with IRAD Funds
5. Provide synergism in the CFD community
6. Provide peer review of CFD programs
Tasks :
1 . Develop a plan to apply CFD to current and future pro-
puls ior, systems
a. Identify and r&,nk critical flow problems r-elated to
propulsion systems
b. Identify r_ational CFD r-elated resources
c. Define high perfor-mance computing requirements to
accomplish CFD for propulsion applications
. Direct CFD technology development to propulsion applica-
tions
• Assess and validate CFD applications in propulsion
systems
a. Develop evaluation criteria
b. Define and implement benchmark validation
c. Define and implement validation tests
4 . Direct the application of CFD design tools towards
advanced hardware technology concepts
Accelerate the transfer of CFD technology from ur, J'.,ersi-
ties and r-esearch centers to industry and hardware
development centers
Three of the Technology Teams are well established and have been
meeting for about one year; the fourth, the CompleY Flow Path::.
Technology Team, is in start-up phase. These teams have beer,
very useful it, identifying current design issues and promoting
CFD solutions to these problems. The quarterly meetings have
beer, useful in driving the progress of the work and coordinating
the scheduling of results by various organizations.
Items 1 and 5 of the proposed UAH tasks mentioned previously
have beer, carried out by the principal investigator, one research
associate and Four" graduate students at tJAH. Three specific
5
projects were accomplished to support these tasks,
One effort involved geometric modeling and numerical grid
generation using a software tool called GEHIE. This _Jork was
carried out in collaboration with an engineer at MSFC. The
explanation of ho_,.J to use thi_ _oftware and a series o_ computa.-
tlonal results al-e eivcr, in Appendi., _ I.
Another ef'Fort to support the CFD Branch has been the analy-
sis and optimization of a large CFD code, ROTOR. The results of
this investigation and the analytic_ • of ROTOR ,__ire includcd in
Appendix" 2.
A third e<fort has beer, a validation of an
chemistry model. The results of this analysis are
Appendix 3.
equilibrium
included in
Recommendations
It was agreed between UAH and MSFC that during the initial
implementation of the four technology teams that the development
of the Consortium Council (see Figures 1 and 2) be dela>,ed.
It is recommended that the implementation o_ the Council be
considered for 1991. The Technology' Teams (Principal Investiga-
tor Working Groups) will be well established by then and the
overall propulsion program will have benefited from their- ef-
for-ts. This would also be the appropriate time to establisin a
communication networ_ among government, industry and universit>,
consortium members. This network would include newsletters and
brochures.
?
APPENDIX i
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INTRODUCTION
This report explains the activities that were carried out in
order to generate a grid on the IRIS Silicon Graphics worksta-
tion. The IRIS is a graphics workstation that allows the user to
see a graphical representation of a solution for a particular
problem. The grid generation tool that _as used is called GENIE.
GENIE is a 2-D and 3-D geometry modeling and grid generation tool
that is available on the IRIS workstation.
IMPLEMENTATION
To
login
are :
access the IF_IS workstation, the user must
number and the password. The syntax, for this
input the
interaction
Prompt
login:
password:
I nput
Enter login number and return
Enter password and return
The user gets a prompt on the screer, that contains the name of
the workstation with a number. The syntax of this prompt is:
[ (deckard) or (rachel) ] .logname#% ]
In order to differentiate the different workstations that are
available, differ-ent names were given to them. The names of the
ones that are available are deckard and rachel. For more infor-
mation on the naming convention, the system administrator should
be consulted.
To run GENIE on the worLstation, the user command is
The IRIS workstation runs on the tJNI_ operating _ystem.
means that all commands will be written it, lower case
because of UNIX sensitivity to upper case letters.
genie.
This
ietterz
As an example of how to use this tool_ a 51 x 21 90
duct is generated. The planes for this grid are:
degree
Streamwise (1-value
1
3
5
15
25
30
34
36
37
51
Plane_
:5?s5 .......
-0.25D
0 deg.D
30 deg.D
60 deg.D
77.5 deg.D
90 deg.D
0.25D
0.4D
2.5D
GENIE is a menu-driven program. The user defines the prob-
lem domain through interaction with the program. To define the
boundaries for a particular geometry, the first item (defining
the boundaries) is selected. After this_ the _econd item
(creating the grid patc:hes) is chosen in order to create thc
patches that are needed to generate the grid. In order to plot,
the user picks the plotting item in the menu. All the data that
will be required by the program in order to run makes up the data
file. By default, this is stored in fort.20. In order to pre-
vent this file from being overwritten the ne>::t time a user runs
GENIE, the file can be renamed or copied to another 9lie using
the UNIX command to move (my filel _ine2) or copy (cp filel
file2). The data file can be edited by using the editors that
are available on the workstations. Once the user finishes the
_-- I0
interaction wi the plotting routine, a g, _phical solution to
the problem that was defined by the user is viewed on the screen.
The output Tile (solution) is stored by default in fort.47. This
is a binary file. An e×ample o{ a d,_ta file carl be found in Part
A.
To plot the .solution fop- the grid mentioned above, the step_ _
that were followed are located in Part B. The plotting pacboge
used was Plot3d 3 . 5 . Plot3d 3 . 5 is a 2-D and 3-D plotting pack-
age from NASA/Ames. The next step that was taken was stacking
the 2-D solution into 3-b. A gridstack progr-am was written in
order to accomplish this function. Since the output file that
was generated by running GENIE _Jas a binary Tile, this Tile had
to be converted to a _ormatted file. In order to do thi_,
Plot3d 3.5 was accessed again. The binary file was ther, ,-ead by
i n pu tt-i"ng
re/bin/×=for£.47
The syntax of the command to convert a binary file to a formatted
file is
list xyz/formatted/x=outputfile
The output file is specified by the user. This output file
will be the input file to the gridstack program. The gridstack
program is called gridstack.f. The program is written in FOR-
THAN. The program serves as a template in the sense that a user
can run a different grid simply by changing the dimension size to
re{lect the size of the grid. The grid is stacked in the Z-
direction using spacing from the Y-direction at inlet plane
(i=I). This program is located in Part C. This program was used
to stack 51 x 31, 51 x 41, i01 x 41, I01 :< 61, and I01 :,: 81
grids. The gridstack program is compiled by using the compile
command available an the IRIS. This command is
fq9 filename (in this case, gridstack.{)
To execute the file, the execute command is
particular program, the execute command is
used. For this
gridstack.f -o gridstack
For more information on these two commands_ the system adminis-
trator should be consulted. Using the gridstack routine, the
input file in this case was called induct.{mt and the output file
outduct.fmt.
After compiling and executing the gridstack program,
Plot3d 3.5 was accessed. Since the output file created by exe-
cuting the gridstack program was a multigrid, the read command
was
re/mgr/for/outduct
The sequence c commands that followed are located in Part D.
The different plots that are generated can be found in Part E.
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CONCLUSION
GENIE was used to do geometry modeling and grid generation
in support of engineering analysis at MSFC. It is t-ecommended
that the newer version of GENIE be implemented on the Silicon
Graphics 4-D system. This system is not currently available, but
its acquisition is highly recommended .
PART A
PROMPTING
;Ito
_UMBER OF POINTS IN THE I DIRECTION = 51
NUMBER OF POINTS IN THE J DIRECTION = 21
_CTIVITY OPTION lz DEFINING BOUNDARIES
[NDICES ARE 1 51 1 1 FOR BOUNDARY i
_UMBER OF SEGMENTS = 9
I 3 ARE THE INDICES OF SEGMENT I OF BOUNDARY 1
3EGMENT TYPE 2 STRAIGHT LINE
LINE OPTION 1 USING 2 END POINTS
INPUT POINTS ARE -.5000 -1.8000 AND -.2500
PACK OPTION=0 EVEN SPACING
3 5 ARE THE INDICES OF SEGMENT 2 OF BOUNDARY 1
SEGMENT TYPE 2 STRAIGHT LINE
LINE OPTION 1 USING 2 END POINTS
INPUT POINTS ARE -.2500 -1.8000 AND .0000
PACK OPTION=0 EVEN SPACING
5 15 ARE THE INDICES OF SEGMENT 3 OF BOUNDARY 1
SEGMENT TYPE 4 CIRCLE
:IRCLE OPTION 3 USING 3 POINTS
FIRST END POINT IS .0000 -1.8000
OTHER END POINT IS .9000 -1.5588
tHIRD POINT ON CIRCLE IS .4659 -1.7387
PACK OPTION=0 EVEN SPACING
NO, GOING COUNTERCLOCKWISE
15 25 ARE THE INDICES OF SEGMENT 4 OF BOUNDARY 1
SEGMENT TYPE 4 CIRCLE
CIRCLE OPTION 3 USING 3 POINTS
FIRST END POINT IS .9000 -1.5588
:)THER END POINT IS 1.5588 -.9000
THIRD POINT ON CIRCLE IS 1.2728 -1.2728
_ACK OPTION=0 EVEN SPACING
_NO, GOING COUNTERCLOCKWISE
25 30 ARE THE INDICES OF SEGMENT 5 OF BOUNDARY 1
SEGMENT TYPE 4 CIRCLE
CIRCLE OPTION 3 USING 3 POINTS
FIRST END POINT IS 1.5588 -.9000
OTHER END POINT IS 1.7573 -.3896
THIRD POINT ON CIRCLE IS 1.6751 -.6597
PACK OPTION=0 EVEN SPACING
NO, GOING COUNTERCLOCKWISE
30 34 ARE THE INDICES OF SEGMENT 6 OF BOUNDARY I
SEGMENT TYPE 4 CIRCLE
CIRCLE OPTION 3 USING 3 POINTS
FIRST END POINT IS 1.7573 -.3886
OTHER END POINT IS 1.8000 .0000
THIRD POINT ON CIRCLE IS 1.7884 -.2038
PACK OPTION=0 EVEN SPACING
NO, GOING COUNTERCLOCKWISE
34 36 ARE THE INDICES OF SEGMENT 7 OF BOUNDARY 1
SEGMENT TYPE 2 STRAIGHT LINE
LINE OPTION i USING 2 END POINTS
INPUT POINTS ARE 1.8000 .0000 AND 1.8000
PACK OPTION=0 EVEN SPACING
36 37 ARE THE INDICES OF SEGMENT 8 OF BOUNDARY I
-1.8000
-1.8000
.2500
SEGMENTTYPE 2 STRAI T LINE
LINE OPTION 1 USING 2 END POINTS
INPUT POINTS ARE 1.8000 .2500 AND
PACK OPTION=0 EVEN SPACING
37 51 ARE THE INDICES OF SEGMENT 9 OF BOUNDARY
JEGMENT TYPE 2 STRAIGHT LINE
-LINE OPTION 1 USING 2 END POINTS
INPUT POINTS ARE 1.8000 .4000 AND
PACK OPTION=0 EVEN SPACING
INDICES ARE 1 51 21 21 FOR BOUNDARY 2
NUMBER OF SEGMENTS= 9
1 3 ARE THE INDICES OF SEGMENT 1 OF BOUNDARY
SEGMENT TYPE 2 STRAIGHT LINE
LINE OPTION 1 USING 2 END POINTS
INPUT POINTS ARE -.5000 -2.8000 AND
PACK OPTION=0 EVEN SPACING
3 5 ARE THE INDICES OF SEGMENT 2 OF BOUNDARY
SEGMENT TYPE 2 STRAIGHT LINE
LINE OPTION 1 USING 2 END POINTS
INPUT POINTS ARE -.2500 -2.8000 AND
PACK OPTION=0 EVEN SPACING
5 15 ARE THE INDICES OF SEGMENT 3 OF BOUNDARY
SEGMENT TYPE 4 CIRCLE
CIRCLE OPTION 3 USING 3 POINTS
FIRST END POINT IS .0000 . -2.8000
OTHER END POINT IS 1.4000 -2.4249
THIRD POINT ON CIRCLE IS .7247 -2.7046
PACK OPTION=0 EVEN SPACING
NO, GOING COUNTERCLOCKWISE
15 25 ARE THE INDICES OF SEGMENT 4 OF BOUNDARY
SEGMENT TYPE 4 CIRCLE
-._CIRCLE OPTION 3 USING 3 POINTS
FIRST END POINT IS 1.4000 -2.4249
OTHER END POINT IS 2.4249 -1.4000
THIRD POINT ON CIRCLE IS 1.9799 -1.9799
PACK OPTION=0 EVEN SPACING
NO, GOING COUNTERCLOCKWISE
25 30 ARE THE INDICES OF SEGMENT 5 OF BOUNDARY
SEGMENT TYPE 4 CIRCLE
CIRCLE OPTION 3 USING 3 POINTS
FIRST END POINT IS 2.4249 -1.4000
OTHER END POINT IS 2.7336 -.6060
THIRD POINT ON CIRCLE IS 2.6052 -1.0262
PACK OPTION=0 EVEN SPACING
NO, GOING COUNTERCLOCKWISE
30 34 ARE THE INDICES OF SEGMENT 6 OF BOUNDARY
SEGMENT TYPE 4 CIRCLE
CIRCLE OPTION 3 USING 3 POINTS
FIRST END POINT IS 2.7336 -.6060
OTHER END POINT IS 2.8000 .0000
THIRD POINT ON CIRCLE IS 2.7820 -.3170
PACK OPTION=0 EVEN SPACING
NO, GOING COUNTERCLOCKWISE
34 36 ARE THE INDICES OF SEGMENT 7 OF BOUNDARY
SEGMENT TYPE 2 STRAIGHT LINE
1
1.8000
1.8000
-.2500
.0000
2
2
2
2
2
.4000
2.5000
-2.8000
-2.8000
LINE OPTION i USING 2 END POINTS
INPUT POINTS ARE 2.8000
PACK OPTION=0 EVEN SPACING
36 37 ARE THE INDICES OF SEGMENT
....SEGMENT TYPE 2 STRAIGHT LINE
_INE OPTION i USING 2 END POINTS
INPUT POINTS ARE 2.8000
PACK OPTION=0 EVEN SPACING
37 51 ARE THE INDICES OF SEGMENT
SEGMENT TYPE 2 STRAIGHT LINE
LINE OPTION i USING 2 END POINTS
INPUT POINTS ARE 2.8000 .4000
PACK OPTION=0 EVEN SPACING
INDICES ARE 1 1 1 51 FOR BOUNDARY
NUMBER OF SEGMENTS = 1
SEGMENT TYPE 2 STRAIGHT LINE
.0000 AND 2.8000
8 OF BOUNDARY 2
.2500 AND 2.8000
9 OF BOUNDARY 2
AND
3
2.8000
.2500
.4000
2.5000
LINE OPTION I USING 2 END POINTS
INPUT POINTS ARE -.5000 -1.8000 AND -.5000 -2.8000
PACK OPTION=7 PACKED ON BOTH ENDS USING HYPERBOLIC TANGENT STRETCHING
WITH SMALLEST INTERVAL= .0025000
SMALLEST INTERVAL IN SECOND SECTION = .0025000
INDICES ARE 51 51 1 21 FOR BOUNDARY 4
NUMBER OF SEGMENTS= 1
SEGMENT TYPE 2 STRAIGHT LINE
LINE OPTION i USING 2 END POINTS
INPUT POINTS ARE 1.8000 2.5000 AND 2.8000 2.5000
PACK OPTION=? PACKED ON BOTH ENDS USING HYPERBOLIC TANGENT STRETCHING
WITH SMALLEST INTERVAL= .0025000
SMALLEST INTERVAL IN SECOND SECTION = .0025000
1
1 ON PLOT 1
_TIVITY OPTION 2_ CREATING GRID PATCHES
"'INDICES ARE 1 51 1 21 FOR PATCH 1
ACTIVITY OPTION 3z CREATING AUTOPATCHES
ACTIVITY OPTION 5z PLOTTING
1 PLOTS IN PLOT SET 1
OUTER BORDER TO BE DRAWN ON PLOT
i PATCHES TO BE DRAWN ON PLOT 1
INDICES ARE 1 51 1 21 FOR PATCH
ACTIVITY OPTION 8_ OUTPUTTING FILE(S)
YES, GRID IS TO BE OUTPUT
YESaINPUTS ARE TO BE OUTPUT
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PROMPTING
vlto
NUMBER OF POINTS IN THE I DIRECTION = 101
NUMBER OF POINTS IN THE J DIRECTION = 81
%CTIVITY OPTION lz DEFINING BOUNDARIES
_NDICES ARE I 101 1 1 FOR BOUNDARY 1
NUMBER OF SEGMENTS= 9
1 5 ARE THE INDICES OF SEGMENT 1 OF BOUNDARY I
SEGMENT TYPE 2 STRAIGHT LINE
LINE OPTION 1 USING 2 END POINTS
INPUT POINTS ARE -.5000 -1.8000 AND -.2500
PACK OPTION=0 EVEN SPACING
5 9 ARE THE INDICES OF SEGMENT 2 OF BOUNDARY 1
SEGMENT TYPE 2 STRAIGHT LINE
LINE OPTION I USING 2 END POINTS
INPUT POINTS ARE -.2500 -1.8000 AND .0000
PACK OPTION=0 EVEN SPACING
9 29 ARE THE INDICES OF SEGMENT 3 OF BOUNDARY 1
SEGMENT TYPE 4 CIRCLE
CIRCLE OPTION 3 USING 3 POINTS
FIRST END POINT IS .0000 -1.8000
OTHER END POINT IS .9000 -1.5588
THIRD POINT ON CIRCLE IS .4659 -1.7387
PACK OPTION=0 EVEN SPACING
NO, GOING COUNTERCLOCKWISE
29 49 ARE THE INDICES OF SEGMENT 4 OF BOUNDARY 1
SEGMENT TYPE 4 CIRCLE
CIRCLE OPTION 3 USING 3 POINTS
FIRST END POINT IS .9000 -1.5588
OTHER END POINT IS 1.5588 -.9000
_IRD POINT ON CIRCLE IS 1.2728 -1.2728
"_PACK OPTION=0 EVEN SPACING
NO, GOING COUNTERCLOCKWISE
49 59 ARE THE INDICES OF SEGMENT 5 OF BOUNDARY 1
SEGMENT TYPE 4 CIRCLE
CIRCLE OPTION 3 USING 3 POINTS
FIRST END POINT IS 1.5588 -.9000
OTHER END POINT IS 1.7573 -.3896
THIRD POINT ON CIRCLE IS 1.6751 -.6597
PACK OPTION=0 EVEN SPACING
NO, GOING COUNTERCLOCKWISE
59 67 ARE THE INDICES OF SEGMENT 6 OF BOUNDARY 1
SEGMENT TYPE 4 CIRCLE
CIRCLE OPTION 3 USING 3 POINTS
FIRST END POINT IS 1.7573 -.3886
OTHER END POINT IS 1.8000 .0000
THIRD POINT ON CIRCLE IS 1.7884 -.2038
PACK OPTION=0 EVEN SPACING
NO, GOING COUNTERCLOCKWISE
67 71 ARE THE INDICES OF SEGMENT 7 OF BOUNDARY 1
SEGMENT TYPE 2 STRAIGHT LINE
LINE OPTION 1 USING 2 END POINTS
INPUT POINTS ARE 1.8000 .0000 AND 1.8000
PACK OPTION=0 EVEN SPACING
71 73 ARE THE INDICES OF SEGMENT 8 OF BOUNDARY 1
-1.8000
-1.8000
.2500
v 18
SEGMENTTYPE 2 STRAIghT LINE
LINE OPTION i USING 2 END POINTS
INPUT POINTS ARE 1.8000 .2500 AND 1.8000
PACK OPTION=0 EVEN SPACING
73 101 ARE THE INDICES OF SEGMENT 9 OF BOUNDARY 1
_GMENT TYPE 2 STRAIGHT LINE
LINE OPTION 1 USING 2 END POINTS
INPUT POINTS ARE 1.8000 .4000 AND 1.8000
PACK OPTION=0 EVEN SPACING
INDICES ARE 1 101 81 81 FOR BOUNDARY 2
NUMBER OF SEGMENTS= 9
I 5 ARE THE INDICES OF SEGMENT i OF BOUNDARY 2
SEGMENT TYPE 2 STRAIGHT LINE
LINE OPTION I USING 2 END POINTS
INPUT POINTS ARE -.5000 -2.8000 AND -.2500
PACK OPTION=0 EVEN SPACING
5 9 ARE THE INDICES OF SEGMENT 2 OF BOUNDARY 2
SEGMENT TYPE 2 STRAIGHT LINE
LINE OPTION 1 USING 2 END POINTS
INPUT POINTS ARE -.2500 -2.8000 AND .0000
PACK OPTION=0 EVEN SPACING
9 29 ARE THE INDICES OF SEGMENT 3 OF BOUNDARY 2
SEGMENT TYPE 4 CIRCLE
CIRCLE OPTION 3 USING 3 POINTS
FIRST END POINT IS .0000 . -2.8000
OTHER END POINT IS 1.4000 -2.4249
THIRD POINT ON CIRCLE IS .7247 -2.7046
PACK OPTION=0 EVEN SPACING
NO, GOING COUNTERCLOCKWISE
29 49 ARE THE INDICES OF SEGMENT 4 OF BOUNDARY 2
EGMENT TYPE 4 CIRCLE
"-_IRCLE OPTION 3 USING 3 POINTS
FIRST END POINT IS 1.4000 -2.4249
OTHER END POINT IS 2.4249 -1.4000
THIRD POINT ON CIRCLE IS 1.9799 -1.9799
PACK OPTION=0 EVEN SPACING
NOt GOING COUNTERCLOCKWISE
49 59 ARE THE INDICES OF SEGMENT 5 OF BOUNDARY 2
SEGMENT TYPE 4 CIRCLE
CIRCLE OPTION 3 USING 3 POINTS
FIRST END POINT IS 2.4249 -1.4000
OTHER END POINT IS 2.7336 -.6060
THIRD POINT ON CIRCLE IS 2.6052 -1.0262
PACK OPTION=0 EVEN SPACING
NO, GOING COUNTERCLOCKWISE
59 67 ARE THE INDICES OF SEGMENT 6 OF BOUNDAR¥ 2
SEGMENT TYPE 4 CIRCLE
CIRCLE OPTION 3 USING 3 POINTS
FIRST END POINT IS 2.7336 -.6060
OTHER END POINT IS 2.8000 .0000
THIRD POINT ON CIRCLE IS 2.7820 -.3170
PACK OPTION=0 EVEN SPACING
NO, GOING COUNTERCLOCKWISE
67 71 ARE THE INDICES OF SEGMENT 7 OF BOUNDARY 2
SEGMENT TYPE 2 STRAIGHT LINE
.4000
2.5000
-2.8000
-2.8000
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LINE OPTION 1 USING 2 END POINTS
INPUT POINTS ARE 2.8000
PACK 0PTION=0 EVEN SPACING
71 73 ARE THE INDICES OF SEGMENT
EGMENT TYPE 2 STRAIGHT LINE
"_LINE OPTION 1 USING 2 END POINTS
INPUT POINTS ARE 2.8000
PACK OPTION=0 EVEN SPACING
73 i01 ARE THE INDICES OF SEGMENT
SEGMENT TYPE 2 STRAIGHT LINE
LINE OPTION I USING 2 END POINTS
INPUT POINTS ARE 2.8000 .4000
PACK OPTION=0 EVEN SPACING
INDICES ARE 1 1 1 81 FOR BOUNDARY
NUMBER OF SEGMENTS = 1
SEGMENT TYPE 2 STRAIGHT LINE
.0000 AND 2.8000
8 OF BOUNDARY 2
.2500 AND 2.8000
9 OF BOUNDARY 2
AND
3
.2500
.4000
2.8000 2.5000
LINE OPTION i USING 2 END POINTS
INPUT POINTS ARE -.5000 -1.8000 AND -.5000 .-2.8000
PACK OPTION=7 PACKED ON BOTH ENDS USING HYPERBOLIC TANGENT STRETCHING
WITH SMALLEST INTERVAL= .0025000
SMALLEST INTERVAL IN SECOND SECTION = .0025000
INDICES ARE 101 101 1 81 FOR BOUNDARY 4
NUMBER OF SEGMENTS = I
SEGMENT TYPE 2 STRAIGHT LINE
LINE OPTION i USING 2 END POINTS
INPUT POINTS ARE 1.8000 P 2.5000 AND 2.8000 2.5000
PACK OPTION=7 PACKED ON BOTH ENDS USING HYPERBOLIC TANGENT STRETCHING
WITH SMALLEST INTERVAL= .0025000
SMALLEST INTERVAL IN SECOND SECTION = .0025000
=TIVITY OPTION 2z CREATING GRID PATCHES
"-_NDICES ARE 1 101 1 81 FOR PATCH I
ACTIVITY OPTION 3z CREATING AUTOPATCHES
ACTIVITY OPTION 5z PLOTTING
1 PLOTS IN PLOT SET 1
OUTER BORDER TO BE DRAWN ON PLOT I
I PATCHES TO BE DRAWN ON PLOT 1
INDICES ARE i 101 1 81 FOR PATCH I ON PLOT l
ACTIVITY OPTION 8z OUTPUTTING FILE(S)
YES, GRID IS TO BE OUTPUT
YES,INPUTS ARE TO BE OUTPUT
._ 2O
PART B
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In order to plot on Plot3d_3.5 , the following commands are followed:
1) Access Plot3d_3.5 by inputting plot3d_3.5 at the
prompt.
2) Read the file that will be the input file to
Plot3d_3.5. The format to read in Plot3d_3.5 is:
re/ for or bin or unfor/x---name of the input file.
The file created by running GENIE is a binary file.
This means that using the above format, the read
command will be re/bin/x=fort.47.
3) Plot3d_3.5 allows the user to set the background of
the screen during plotting. The syntax for this is bg
#, where #, by default represents the number
representations of the different colors that are
available in the software package. The different
colors that are available can be found in the
Plot3d_3.5 user manual. I used a white background
and the command is • bg 1.
4) At the prompt, enter wa. The following sequence of
commands and input follows:
Command Input
wa 1, grid 1
Enter I start ([,end],[,inc]):
Enter J start ([,end],[,inc]):
Enter K start ([,end],[,inc]):
Line Hidden, Line, or Shaded-Surface:
Enter Color:
Enter Line Type:
Enter Line Thickness Factor:
Enter Symbol Type:
Enter Symbol Size Factor:
a
a
a
red
By inputting a , the user is specifying to the package that all of
the data in the I, J, K direction should be used. After going through
these sequence, the user can plot by using the pl command. This plot
22
will be a 2-D plot. The plot is checked in order to make sure that it
conforms to right hand co-ordinate system.. For more information on
Plot3d_3.5, the user manual should be consulted.
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PART C
C
C
C
C
C
THIS IS A GRIDSTACK PROGRAM THAT STACKS A 2D GRID TO 3D
THE DIMENSION SIZE REFLECTS THE SIZE OF THE GRID
DIMENSION Xi(i01,81,2), X2(101,81,81,3),X3(101,81,2)
THE INPUT FILE TO THIS PROGRAM IS THE FORMATTED FILE THAT WAS
GENERATED BY PLOT3D USING THE LIST COMMAND
open (5,form='formatted',file='grid3.fmt ')
open (6,form='formatted',file='outduct.fmt')
READ IN 2D FORMATTED, SINGLE BLOCK GRID
READ(5,*)IMAX,JMAX
READ (5,*) (((XI(I,J,L), I=I,IMAX), J=I,JMAX), L=1,2)
JMAXPI = JMAX + I
DO 100 J= 1,JMAX
DO I00 I=I,IMAX
X3(I,JMAXP1-J,I) = Xl(I,J,l) + 0.5
X3(I,JMAXPI-J,2) = XI(I,J,2) + 2.3
I00 CONTINUE
C INITIALIZE THIRD DIMENSION MAXIMUM INDEX AND BLOCK SIZE
KMAX = JMAX
C STACK GRID IN THE Z-DIRECTION (K-INDEX) USING SPACING FROM Y-DIRECTION
C (J-INDEX) AT INLET PLANE (I=l)
C
Do 200 K =
DO 200 J = 1,JHAX
DO 200 I = I,IMAX
X2(I,J,K,I) = X3(I,J,I)
X2(I,J,K,2) = X3(I,J,2)
X2(I,J,K,3) = X3(I,K,2)
200 CONTINUE
NGRID = I
WRITE(6,*) NGRID
WRITE(6,*) IMAX,JMAX,KMAX
DO 300 L = 1,3
WRITE (6,*)(((X2(I,J,K,L),I=I,IMAX),J=I,JMAX),K=I, KMAX)
300 CONTINUE
STOP
END
_ 25
PART D
26
In order to get the plotting for the multigrid that is created by
running the gridstack program, the following commands and input are
done by the user.
Commands Input
Plot3d_3.5: wa
wa 1, grid 1
Enter I start ([,end],[,inc])- f
Enter J start ([,end],[,inc])" a
Enter K start ([,end],[,inc]): a
Line Hidden, Line, or Shaded-Surface:
Enter Color: red
Enter Line Type:
Enter Symbol Type •
Enter Symbol Size Factor:
This sequence is repeated but this time the I, J, K value will be
different. Also, the color will be different. The input are :
h Input a
J: Input f
K: Input a
Color: Input green
The sequence is repeated again. The I, J, K, and the color values are :
I: Input a
J: Input a
K: Input f
Color: Input blue
After the last sequence, the solution is plotted by using the pl
command. The plot will appear on the screen. The a input represents
all of the input file data in the specific direction. The f input
represents the first data in the specific direction. The I input
represents the last data. The different colors are used for checking
purpose. We want to make sure that the I, J, K direction are in the
proper direction. Also, when the plot appears on the screen, the plot
is checked to make sure that it abides by the right hand co-ordinate
system.
The picture of the plot is taken by entering the T command at
the prompt. After about 2 minutes, the screen will start to fade. A
message "Screen Image is saved in outduct-a" will appear. The
outduct-a file is the image file. Plot3d_3.5, by default, creates this
file anytime the user uses the T command. The user needs to quit
Plot3d_3,5 in order to send the image file to the printer. The quit
command for Plot3d_3.5 is • quit.
The user can also enter two lines of comment that will appear
on the printout of the image file. The command for this is • t. This
command is entered at the UNIX prompt not the Plot3d_3.5 prompt.
After this, the image file is sent to the printer by entering the ftek
command. The syntax for this command is •
ftek name of image file.
The name of the image file is the file that was created by Plot3d_3.5
when the user took a picture of the plot (outduct-a).
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OPTIMIZATION OF FORTRAN PROGRAMS WITH APPLICATION TO
COMPUTATIONAL FLUID DYNAMICS
INTRODUCTION
Analysis of three-dimen,zione, l flow was thought impo_.sibie
until equations governing the flow of ]ir , water and other fluids
were first published by Claude Louis M.H. Wavier in 1823 and
generalized by Sir George C. Stokes in 1840 (Wavier-Stokes equa-
tions). The mathematics of these equations, is too complex to
allow an analytical solutior, it, all but the most simple c.ase_;
thus _ numerical -_olutions using the most powerful computers
(5upercomputers) currently available y i£-Id the best appro:<ima-
tior, s to the solutions of the Wavier-Stokes equations. Conse-
quently, numerical analysis and supercomputers have become essen-
tial tools in Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) for the analysis
of complex three-dimensional flovJs, _uch as the flow of fuel
through the Space Shuttle Main Engine or the modeling of weather
conditions around the earth.
Most computetionally intense CFD code is written in FORTRAN,
although most current university curr-icula for engineers arhc!
scientists either contain no course work in FORTRAN or contain
only a single elementary course in the FORTRAN language. Agen-
cies such as the National Aeronautical and Space Administration
(NASA) and the Department of Defense (DUD) as well as industry
have many large CFD codes which are often run and maintained by
engineers and scientists who are lacking the experience or exper-
tise of worbing with a FORTRAN code of this magnitude. Also,
most have had no or very little experience with a supercomputer
As most of these users are not trained to modify FORTRAN codes to
run efficiently on advanced architecture cornputers, they often
have little knowledge or concern for the burden that these large
codes place on supercomputer resources. Both the Cray X-MP .:,t
the Alabama Supercomputer Center and the Cray X-MP at NASA/Mar-
shall Space Flight Center (MSFC) are e:,._mples of _upercomputer_
which are used to full capacity most of the time.
BACKGROUND
Mar, y of the large CFD codes in current use by government and
industry contain l,arge amounts of FOF_TRAN written before 1980.
At that time FORTRAN code was typically developed in a r_on-
structured Fashion using m.._ny language constructs which are both
outdated and extremely inefficient for modern supercomputers with
highly developed compilers. These compilers car-, o,.vercome c.ome oE
the inefficiency in the FORTRAN code but leave a great deal of
room #or improvemer, t by users . On current supercomputers , :_ome
mi:_i-supercomputers (e.g. Alliant, Convex, etc. ) and even on high
performance Lurk'stations (e.g. Stardent, Silicon Graphics, etc. ),
improvement of the FORTRAN code's efficiency car, dramatically
impr-ove performance. Improved performance yields reduced
demand on already saturated computer systems, reduced design time
For hardware and r-educed customer cost _or computing resources.
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The three most effective means to improve code elCficiency
are through vectorizaticn, optimization _nd microtas_ing. Vec-
torization is a process by which _ single instruction ix made to
pergorn, many operations instead o9 ju__t one. This process is
per#ormed by the compiler and greatly r'educes the computational
time of the code. Modern compilers perform much .,ectori_ation
.gu tornat i c_.'._1 1 y _ however, e#ficiently written code car, _reatly
enhance the compiler'c eft:oft. Vectoriz_tion is one of the most
important Features of supercomputer_ .and yields the greatest
reduction in computation:Jl time required. Optimizatio__ re#erm to
the restructuring Of the code in 5uCh _ way that fe_e,r 3ccess[:_
_rom central memory need to be made and arithmetic operations are
simpiified_ also reducing the computational time of the code:..
The large-scale problems requiring supereomputers i:or their
solution are o{ten constrained 13y insufficient power of t_._o to
three orders of magnitude. Modern _upercomputer architectures
have the potential to deliver an order of magnitude more power if
used in an optimal way, thus making optimization oE the code very
desirable although, because oE the inexperience of most code
users, it is rarely done. M i..E.r.e_t_a..s.t[_J:...['.!.g., refers to the ability of
the _upercomputer to simultaneously e:<ecute segments c,_ a program
on dil:ferent central processing units (CPU,¢). Microtas_ ing _,i_o
produces a code which allows the program to be run even when only
one CPU is available. As additional CPIJs become available the
microta.3ked code has the ability to make use of the Free CPU(s).
Microtasking does not reduce computational time_ but ce_t", reduce
the wall-clock time required to run the code. This #eature is
e_:tremely attractive to directors el: computer centers who are
attempting to make optimal use o%¢ the centers' resources. It is
a relatively new feature and little e6#ort has been made to train
CFD uc'.ers on its use.
METHODS
The objective of the work was to develop written guidelines
for- engineers and _cientists to evaluate and improve the effi--
ciency of large scale CFD codes in current use or code_ which are
under development for future use. The written guidelines were
to accomplish three goals:
i) Reduce the number of man-hours required by the user who
is responsible for improving the efficiency of a code;
2) Minimize the amount of control procossing unit (CPU)
time the code requires to run;
3) Optimize the use of multiple CPUs av.ailable or, the
supercomputer (parallel processing) .
The accomplishment of the objective involved identification
of software tools currently in existence and development of
guidelines to aid in the evaluation and restrLicturing of the
FORTRAN code for the user. Cray Research Incorporated (CRI) is
currently the only manufacturer of _upercomputers in the United
States; therefore, all very large CFD codes ._re developed to be
run on a Cray computer. Thus, the firct _tep toward accomplish-
ing the objective was to incorporate the soft_Jare development
tools available from CRI into the written guidelines of this
project. The current tools available from CRI (FLOWTRACE, LOOP-
MARK and AutotasPing) are not readily used by scientists and
engineers since they require study and experience beyond the
daily c_cope of worb of the typical user. The written guidelines
include instructions on how and when these tools can be used to
the greatest benefit.
Before attempting code optimization, it _as important to
identify the most lJime-consuming portions of code and then con-
centrate the efforts on these. CRI offers a tool called FLOW-
TRACE, which generates run-time statistics. Output from FLOW-
TRACE indicates the total computing time used by the program, the
amount of time spent in each subroutir, e_ the percentage of total
time spent in each subroutine, the number of times, each subrou-
tine is called_ and the average time per call. It also produces
calling t'r-ee _4hich identifies the calls, made at each level of
the program. FLOWTPACE was used to determine _..,F,ich c.c-ctions of
the code __hould be investigated for possible improvement so that
time would not be spent improving a section of code _hich ;had
little impact or, overall performance.
Another tool available on the CRI line of supercomputers is
called LOOPMARK. LOOPMARK examines each inner DO loop in the
FORTRAN code and comments as to whether it is automatical ly
vectorized by the compiler_ it also prints an explanation for
each loop that is not vectorized. LOOPMARK was used t_ determine
_Jhich loops could be restructured to allow automatic vectoriza-
tion by the compiler.
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Autotasking is a tool that is curt sly only available
through use of the rE?7 compiler. It first vectorizes the inner
loop, then breaks up the outer loop, determining which portions
can be run in parallel, which vari_bles _,re private and which are
shared, and whether the loop performs, enough wor_, to warrar,t the
overhead incurred by using more than one processor. The addi-
tional overhead associated with Autotaskir,9 is incurred even if
only one CPU is utilized; therefore invokir,g Autotasking when all
CPUs are in use can actually result Jr, r-_n increase in CPO time
with r_o decrease in wail-clock time. At least 85-?0% of the code
must be able to be run parallel For Autotashing to be benefici_l
in .any case . Becau_t the program _tntement. s 6._-e _o longer exe-
cuted in deterministic order, Autotasking car, also produce re-
sults different from that of the origir, al code. The user must
determine whetlner these differences are signific,_nt.
OUTCOME OF TASKS
The outcome of this _ork is a set c,f _ritter, guidelir, e-_
which will guide the code user through the efficiency evaluation
of any CFD FORTRAN code. Thorough understanding of the mathemat-
ics and physics in the code will not be necessary to carry out an
anal>,sis of the efficiency c.f the code. Once the e'..__l,uatior, _s
done, more guidelines are available to lead the engir, eel- or
scientist through an evaluation and modification of the code'_.
level of vectorization and optimization and the use of autotas_-
ing. This "tool box" of impro'.'erner, ts provides easy to understand
and easy to implement modifications to CFD codes which engir_eers
and scientists can use to improve a code without having to know
all the details of efficient FORTRAN programming. This set of
guidelir, es _ill aid any e_gineering group whose main funct_or, i- _.
code usage. New candidate codes can be irnrnecli.:,tely evaluated to
determine their efficiency with respect to other codes in current
use. Codes selected for use by the engineerir, g group car, then be
taken through an evaluation/modification phase resulting in !e__z
demand on computir, g resources.
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GUIDELINES FOR EFFICIENCY EVA ATION
Two tools, LOOPMAF_F _r,,zl FLOWTRACE, a_-e __,ailabit- _;'o(, Cr.:.'y Re-
seat-oF, to a-_-.sist you it", ev.=_luatir, g +he _-_Ft:_cier,cb' of 5'our FORTP,Ar.!
code. LOOPMARK is run at compile time; therefor_e no _,ctditior_.sl
over'head i .-_ T r,cu,Ired b:_ c_:_i ng . t- FLOWTPA_-. . .,_._ _2 , d;'CU _ C.C, ,;_t- L!I,
time, and thus require_, move r'PU time t,_,,ar, ;'Lli]niF',g t_,E_ COd£
without it; }_ouJe.ver , it pro_ides ,.aluable i_nformation thet _z.51",
save you a great deal ot: time _._hen tc:.'ir_.zj to i,.p_o.e tf,c :ode _,:
effic-iec, c>.. LOOPblA_C _no _ FL. OL'JTPACE c-an be u_ed either sepaFct:el/
or together.
• Compile tl-,_-, code usir,g LOOPMARF_. LOOPMABI}¢ ;_rOClL!C.iS a ].i_t-
ing _ile _ith eact-, DID loop m.,,r! cc_ _- eiti-,er scalar oF '.ec-
torized . E_c:ept for outer loop:., ,.Jhicb, cc. nnot L,e . error-
ized, LOOPMARK lists the reasons that a leer., is _ot vect:_.;--
i:ed. To compile W_.ur- ,_-ode using LO?PMAR}", use cither
.:ft -.v n_sgs l-ilel-_ame.f
or-
cf t._ , -era fJ_lec, z,r_,e. ,
or
The follov_ing is ar, e,a_F-,le of output Ft-om LOOPMAP, I'-
ORIGINAL P_CE !S
OF FOOR QUALITY
175 175. $ <
176 176. : V---<
177 177. : V
178 178. :---V--->
DO 50 K-I,KEND(NT}
DO 50 I-I,IMXI(NT}
QW(I,K):HF
50 CONTINUE
VECTOR I ZAT ION INFORMATION
=== =*= Loop starting at llne 124 was vectorlzed
•=...= Loop starting at llne 128 was vectorized
=== === Loop starting at line 133 was vectorized
=== *== Loop starting at llne 139 was not vectorized because
the loop contains input/output operations
=== === Loop starting at llne 144 was not vectorized because
the loop contains Input/output operations
=.= =.= Loop starting at llne 151 was not vectorlzed because
the loop contains Input/output operations
=== === Loop starting at line 160 was not vectorized because
the loop contains Input/output operations
=== === Loop starting at llne 164 was not vectorlzed because
the loop contains Input/output operations
• == *== Loop starting at line 189 was not vectorized because
the loop contains input/output operations
• == === Loop starting at line 176 was vectorized
=*= === Loop starting at llne 233 was not vectorized because
the loop contains a scalar store on NTOTAL
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2 . Run the code using FLOWTRACE to determine in which subrou-
tines the most effort chould be cor;centrated. Output from
FLOWTRACE indicates the total computing time u..;ed I>y the
program broken clown into the time _ pent ir, each subroutine
and the percentage of total time spent it, e_ch. It also
indicates the number of timc_ cach EL!b:-OLIti_',e iE callcd .r,a
the: _verage time per c._,ll, and pl-oduces .: c.:.llir_g tree which
iclenti_:ies the cc_lli_,g _ c_L!tine for ..-c_ch. i4_,en .]!:temptir, g to
improve the code's efficiency. 7ou r. hould First ei,.ar, ir,_
those subroutines in ,_Jhich the Ic, rcjest r.e_-ccr, tage of" the
total time is spent. You should ?.l:co s;..:_n,_,_ .st,'. suk:._ outi_::
that is called a large number of times. Although the per-
cer',tage of tc, t,:_l time spent in it m._x be :_.rna!l , in',pro,.ir-,g :_
subroutii_e _h,tt it __._iled many times can c!e<:-easc the total
CPU time _-equi;ec! to run the code. FLOWT<ACE cmr, be ir',votc.d
using either the c_:t_ cftq? or c_77 FOP.T_'AtJ compilei- L.>
using the Following compile commac, ds"
cf+ -e f filer,_,n,e, f
eft?7 -e f filerlame.f
c{97 -P
Thc follo_-J[ncj is a.n example of outmut from FLOWTZIACE;
4O
_ i_":iitV _' __gr _,,
FLOWTRACE
Rout tne
24 BTRI
@00082361a
10 CONTRL
43 CONVRG
39 CORREC
20 FLUXR
@00047205a
8 GETAJA
@00111741a
14 GETOLD
(i_)0111631a
70ETQ
(_)0111565a
33 GETTMP
9 GETXYZ
@00112004a
46 INEXS
22 LHSSI
35 LHSSO
18 MUKN
(_00047027a
19 MUTRS I
34 MUTRSO
20PNCLO
49 OUTPUT
6 PUTAJA
13 PUTOLD
5 PUTQ
@00111216a
PUTTMP
PUTXYZ
REDWRT
RHSSI
RHSSO
ROTOR
S_LA.TRX
1_)006112 la
31 SRINT
21 VFLUX
(K)0046571a
25 VMAT
@O0060621a
* * = TOTAL
1 FL OWTRAC E
1 ROTOR
2 OPNCLO
3 REDWRT
4 PUTXYZ
PUTQ
PUTAJA
GE_
GETAJA
GETXYZ
CONTRL
PUTQ
GETQ
PUTOLD
GETOLD
1
0
30
4
3
17
26
1
23
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
-- Alphabetized summary
Time executing Called
8.832 (14.409;) 510
0.438 ( 0.92%) 5
0,245 ( 0.52%) 5
0.419 ( 0,889) 5
3,300 ( 6.95%) 37360
> ( 0.00%) 13
> ( 0.00%) 20
0.002 ( 0.01%) 70
> ( 0.00%) 5
0.004 ( 0.01%) 40
0.005 ( 0.01%) 1
3.190 ( 6.72%) 5
1.755 ( 3.70%) 5
0.288 ( 0.61%) i0
3.439 ( 7.25%) 5
1.070 ( 2.25%) 5
0.009 ( 0.02%) 1
0.723 ( 1.529) 1
> ( 0.009) 3
> ( 0.00%) i0
0.001 ( O. 00%) 38
> (0.00%) 5
> ( O. 00%) 3
16.794 (35.39%) 2
1,082 ( 2.28%) 5
0.840 ( 1.779) 5
0.003 ( 0.01%) 1
5.092 (10.73%) 37360
0.016 ( 0.03%) 5
0.921 ( 1.94%) 26090
0.974 ( 2.05%) 26090
Average T
0.013 Called by LHSSI LHSSO
315 195
0.088 @00027747a Called by ROTOR
0,049 @00031204a Called by CONTRL
0.084 @00031526a Called by CONTRL
> Called by RHSSI RHSSO
23395 13965
• Called by CONTRL REDWRT
I0 3
• Called by CONTRL CONVRG
l0 10
• Called by CONTRL CONVRG
20 10
> 1_00111675a Called by RHSSO
> Called by CONTRL CORREC
i0 25
0.005 @00026422a Called by ROTOR
0.638 _00047747a Called by CONTRL
0.351 _00054126a Called by CONTRL
0.029 Called by RHSSI RHSSO
5 5
0.688 @00063470a Called by RHS$I
0.214 @00077761a Called by RHSSO
0.009 @00111164a Called by ROTOR
0.723 GO0026072a Called by ROTOR
> @00111372a Called by REDWRT
> @00111262a Called by CONTRL
> Called by CONTRL CORREC
10 25
> @00111326a Called by RHSSO
• @00111435a Called by REDWRT
8.397 1_)0106441a Called by ROTOR
0.216 @00035550a Called by CONTRL
0.188 @00040363a Called by CONTRL
0.003 @00025203a Called by
> Called by LHSSI LHSSO
23395 13965
0.003 @00045133a Called by RHSSO
> Called by RHSSI RHSSO
21210 4880
> Called by LHSSI LHSSO
21210 4880
47.446 127683 Total calla
-- Calling tree
00025203a
00111164a
00106441a
00111435a
00111216a
00111372a
00111565a
00111741a
00112004a
00027747a
00111216a
00111565a
00111262a
00111831a
41
CORREC
30
INEXS
2
REDWRT
3
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
GETAJA 00111741a
C_TXYZ 00112004a
RHSSI 00035550a
MUVJ_ 00047027a
MUTRSI 00063470a
FLUXR 00047205a
VFLUX 00046571a
LHSSI 00047747&
SMATRX 00061121a
BTRI 00062361a
V_T 00060621a
RHSSO 00040363a
MUKN 00047027&
VLUXR 00047205a
VFLUX 00046571s
PUTTMP 00111326a
$RINT 00045133a
GE'I_ 00111565a
GETTMP 00111675a
MUTR$O 00077761a
LHSSO 00054126a
$MATRX 00061121a
BTRI 00062361&
VIiAT 00060621a
CORRE-_ 00031526a
PUTQ 00111216a
GETQ 00111565a
GETXYZ 00112004a
CONVRO 00031204a
GETQ 00111565a
GETOLD 00111631a
INEXS 00026422a
GETQ 00111565a
GETXYZ 00112004a
OUTPUT 00026072a
. LOOPMARK and FLOWTRACE can be invoked
u5ing the commands:
eft -v msgs filename._
eft 77 -e fm filename.f
c{Tq -F -em filename.f
simultaneously by
NOTE: It is advisable to run the code after any major
changes are made to insure that the output is the same as
that of the original code. If several changes are made
before the code is run, it can become extremely diffi-
cult to determine which change caused the discrepancy in
the output.
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4.
GUIDELINES FOR VECTOR!ZA1 N
A loop containing smother loop _,ill never .,ectorize. Be-
,c.=:ut.e the innern_o-'_;t loop2 <at, be .,'_-ctcr i =cd _ _'ht <ff icier, c.
of the code car, be gmeatl>' impt o.ed bF ensuring that _-l-,e
ii',tle-; rno-ct _oop i_ e:.:ecuted for *he _.-.t_g__;'_-t: r,urnbEr of _ter:;
tions . A section ot: code. cor-,t:_i_,i ng nested loops ,._ith r,e
-:.tat:en,ents between. LS1
E_ample: DO 10 I = 1 , L
DO 20 ,] = 1, M
[ '.,
cat +, ._ lway's bc ++e.orc{_=_red u.,i L}, f,_ ._,e. pectc-d c ¢Ir:c r .
other statemer, t_ occur ,,qit,_,] r'l _ _'"_ ' I i: :: _--e _! ]. 0 C' p _
f £
DO IO [ = l , L
s ta tement s
DO 20 T = 1, M
st_ tcrnc'r_t-.
DO 30 t< = i, N
the loops car, _.till be reordered, tL, t ::/ou must be c:,r_:,,1 t.:.
rno'.,(2 ,i_n_" _z,3tiE"fl e--mrs !_r', b@_zw@_=rt Jli'7, t rn-,v c hartge who t -
hsppe, nJ ng it, the code..
At, outer loop _Jk,ich is e'<ecuted #cr Tour or- #ewer itc'r.L--
tion_z., e ...'er, if vectori=ed by the compiler , car; he-
'*mr,rolled" , which may <,igr,(JCicar, J [ b'.... decrea=,e t-I-,e .:_mour,+ c_f
CPll time used. (This is somewhat machine deper, der, t. ] The
term "unrollir_g" means to repeat that section of the _c,c]e
._or __'/_.:',-_i_ e_atiom, putting in con_-;tar, tc Tot the -_rra>,
subscript:. "l_stead o{ variable r, ame c .
E_:ample :
i0
DO I0 O : I, 2
DO I0 K : i, I000
A(J,F) = e×pression
can L,_" ur, r o] ]_c "_ t.c. produce
i0
[:'0 10 I< = I, 1O0O
" K
.....(I , ) : e.<pressior,
A(2 ,t'.') : _':_pre__ior,
A loop _J[t}, or, l> two iteration: uJill not be
*-he ,-ompiler and s}lould ale_,_.'_.c. _.... ,,r,',-cl]ad
',oct c.r i zod _;
Ar', _.nr,er loop _._ith #e_ iteFatior, s:. may be ma_ _ _o by :._'or_m_^m''u_,,,_r,,
as a "Lls" (short vector) loop. In this case, no benefit car,
be- produ.ced by unrolling the loop.
Any Loop that contsir,s a READ or W_ITE ctatement _._ilI .-c.t
vectorizE. A WRI TE -_t._ten,en1: _.ith" r. ;:.r, [T '_tat_n,er,< , cue!,
_s
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Ib DEBUGTHEN
W_]TE (6, 1000)
vJill i:;hihit vector i:otion even i1: tl-,c......P.luo oF ,mEBUG io s.et
to 1:also. If tk, e__e _,,10 statemerht_ c,_n })e ou, Jttcc] o_- mo_ec{
outside the loop <Fo_' c-..:._rnpt_,:-, I'_.Jc!_!',O i:', :_] I t}_e elemer, tc
oi: am, a_rra'/ in a c.epa_-ate loop hr__,Fore tI,(._,loop tk,,-;t L_ses
it), vectoriza1:'[oF_ car, l_e .]chiefs. co'.
A loop that :ontairhs: a ,:all to a ::ub1o,j1:ir, e. :_r- o_tc. rnal
usel--c_elCined ful,ctio_, _Jill not ,_,ectc._-[;:o. Mo_:.t r,_,:_-Lnsic
f:unctior, s [SORT, SI_ etc. ) are '.,octc. riscc{. .,r,d l,oops ,_c.r,-
rain[ thg cE, l 1:5 to l:}hem _re vector" i::._!_iE . Sorne _Ja_y<. to £o_-cc.
vectorimation are:
!_Ise a statement £unction instead o£ al", e,:ternal {L_r_ction
call. (NOTE: Be ':.ore to loci. :_t tl-_e cz_llir, g t-roe
produced by FLOWTRACE to cleterm.[r,e _hich other 5ubrou-
tir,es c..:'ll tb, is Fur, ctior, if you decide to e!im_r,;:'.'te tl_e
Functior, _Itogc, ther. )
b . Move tl_e. el-,ti_'e subroutine code ir,to tl',._ loop. (b;OTE:
De .sure to Lool -,t the c;3].lir'_9 tree i>t'CiC_l.IC:<"J !D% C-LrDW-
TRACE to cJeterr,,i_<. ,,Jhich other sub_-outines <_II tl,i_-,
c.,_broutine if you clecide to {_lirni_,< t.: _}-,e _-tJblcutii,c
altogether . )
C . Move the loop into the subroutine c,nd r,,__._,.z:, :_;ii to
Frorn the o_-igiF, al subroutine.
zt
This reqL_i,-cs _. morE- thorough undc. rstandirqg cf tY,,-: ......... e.
.and car, only be done if tb, e c.:_ll:'_:'c_ .:.uL_roL!1:i,... ._ _,.: t
,_alled {rom :._-,> of. her F,-a_"t o{ the p_-og_-an,.
d . M o v e t h e c ,-_! 1 o u t s i d e. t h e rna i n I o o p a n d i l, t -: .: m I:' ,:: r _ t
loop o'f i e_-_ .swr,. This c.._n or_l)' be dor, o i _', ...._,,,: "Follo_.,ir',g
: 31-,<', i t ion_ .:,_'e {,_eil :
_::.. The c:,l_cd __ub, .... ]r,_ cl * i.: {_'_ "g:nm,:r_ *_ e_,
var-i.:_b/cs refet-er',ced in tff, e loop.
S. There are r,o STOP oF alte. rr_te. F_ETLIF)t._ -tc-,ternc,,t_- [,,
!:he u br _out i rne .
.-. The :ubroutine a_-guments a_-c not c,-:-.!,>'_-.
d. Any _:,ub: outine called Erom within tl-,iz, .subroutine _
meets these same conditions.
A loop dor, t._ir_ir_g o bac_.ard GO TO ,...,ill r,ot .ector-i:: ,_,r,t::::-
11: i:. ro.strulctured. _estrL_ctL_-ir,g _-:qLlirc.-_- anr_.I>'_ ['_--oT !..},c
iOOlJ .:_ncJ i_ :.crnetirne_ irnpossiSle-. Whet, it is pots isle, it
rEquirES that the loop be i-e_,_ritter, _,_itl-, : Fc.r_acd GO TO o_-
.:. 3u, rY,[_out oF tk,e IIDOp when .9 cJesired ,.,.-_lue is _ u.ached ('_.ee
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10.
1_9) .
A loop containing on ,:,::,c,i_no¢! GO TO _+,iI! not "ectol-i=e __r+d
cannot be restructured _+iti",out ro_._r[t Lf,g tc _lin, lr,,°, tc the
ASSIGN s.l:atement, _t-,ich n,a> '.-_ot L.c i.o='_ib],z ,-.+iel-,©Llt .:, f:}-,or-
ough ur,der:.tanding of the code.
A loop containing a jump out of tl-,.-_ loop b¢*L-.ed on Jr, ZF
statemer, t w L 1 1 not ,ectoP i ze. Ti',i: car, :o,net ime__ !-.e r-:_-_ i L '
ten so that the r-est of tb,_ lo.:p i ,.,_,! . o,._cutc-d if +_he
oppo'_.'.'_te ,-,_ + I-,_, T F (: C i _ .,CJ _ t [ 0 _ I i - _ j i j _ . ( _ _,+. T c: : i . I c, e c r- . _
al_ay_, speed up e.ecutit:_,. ',
Example :
I0
DO 1 0 [ : I _ N
_tatemer,ts
IF (A .GE. B) GO TO 10
t_tCfl}_ nt5
CONT I HUE
car, be reNritten as
I0
DO I0 [ = I, N
i-t_-_t_rnc F_tz
IF (.A .LT. E) TI-'E_J
staten,er, t_
ENDIF
CONT ] NUE
In cases where this simple technique will not L4or_:, there is
no easy way to restructure the loop without . compi=_te.
unders'tar, d.[r,9 o{ the code and 4+ thorough t r,o_-_ledge of FOr:'-
TRAN. Those interested _hould cor,__ult the c{iscu'_=-sion _+,f"
stripmining in A Guidebook to FORTRAN on Sc!percomputer'_- b>
Johr, M . Levesque and Joel W . Wi 1 i £.:,rlr_'<or,.
A loop containing trio ]F -taten-,cr, t- _,;it!- mutuall, ,:-xc!usiv+4
cor'bdi t. iont, that I',av_ '_taler '/ariable: b_incj updotnd del:,cr.c+"
ing on t,jP, icl-, cor,ditior, i: true ,^Jill be []_,99ed b:,' kOr"}PMSF'! "
,T_s r,or_-vectot i ,-able be:Z:_Ll!,e ",c_l_Jt" '-,.]L_< L', ,+,CO upd :tE,J ,, :. :
than or, or" Tho loop _-/ II _,:t:,i i-__ iT " !. is rewt-ittcr,
using ,an IF-THEN-ELSE _trHcture.
Example :
10
DO !0 I : 1, f'J
_ to teme r,ts
IF (A .PJE. El TME,H
statement :,et 1
END I F
IF (A .EO. S THEN
_tatemer, t set 2
FHD ] F
POHTI NUE
car', be t-ew_ +itten ._._*.
i0
DO I0 I = I, N
IF (A ,NE. B) THEN
statement set I
ELSE
Et.ntemer_t ict _
END I F
CONT [ tJ_ JE
11. A loop cor, tair, ir, T :'CCL!r_iof br, :r, -ir°41> c:_" s:'al.i,r ,-,ill not
vectorize. This r,c 1udes using re. _ C_ _ ":_ _" '_ _ ' ":_ [-- ;" '3 '" _ C 0 'n' "_' + ?: _'_"
or, the t ight l'_,r,d sic{e cJ£ ;,r .... LL_,- t ; _,r, be_',sr£ ,.__ it, 9 : t cr, _-,.=
left l-,_i-,,_d _ ide_ _r,d :_±'siar",i ',g ,__I, .: _t ,N_" £_/Ch_r'_1_t = "veilue iL}',L.t
i_. the result (3, C _ 1._ icuL_.t it,., _,'.,o/vir_cJ ,:.r_Oi-',-:;- clemcr, t ,_-£
the _-_r'ra-, ,,Jith a subc, cr Lpt doci©me-r,ted b'.,, e cor,_.t__nt, oi- _,_i",
_sxp re__ s ion.
E> ampl e. :
i00
DO 1CO r = 2, N
A( I ) _ A( [ 1 ) + c', pr-<': - ! '_)r'
In thiz case, LOOPMAP, K will #lag the loop wit,', ":, r::currc,,ce
was Found on A" ThiJ car, be resolved IT,>' t t,s, ri_,g ,, c,s,p}" ,i,f
_." Lr-, ._, t-_c-mpol-ar.,_, .:,rl-,.> .
DO i00 I : i, .N
i00 TEMP( ',) = A(I )
DO 200 I = 2, H
200 A(I ) = TEMP([
Although thi._ permit£. ,.ect_r i-_ation c,E the loop, _ t m:_,, r,ot
!-,c feao £ble becc, use cf the adclitional rncruc:,r_ _-<_cluiramcnt .
GUIDELINES FOR OPTIMIZAT. 4
,-)
If the tempi !cr can i-c.cognize in...:_, iant code
loop, it C&n is. re-compute it L;efcrr. tiLE loop and
result i,, _., _egiztci-, LJ}_II _ kl (_._t[i greatly reduce
Placir,g the in'v.oriar,t partier, o. _ <:ode [r_side
a'_-sit !::_ the ten-,p" ltr iF, the _ ccc_giqitior, process .
_.Jithin tk:-a
_ tore- t}'e
CPU time .
pQrO_,'t}-,:lf (: i
E ×..=_rn p 1 e :
I0
DO 10 I : 1_ bJ
A(I) -: ,'< , ?C I'_ *
is optimally _.Jritter, ,:,s
I0
DO I0 I = 2, _t
^(I', = ,v , Vt : __' I)
i0
TEl,IF' = v , y
ro0 IO ! : 1 , IJ
A( T ) : B([) , TEN <'
SL_ bc < p_- e.2, s ion5 comm©r, to two Or rrlOF 0 _ :<pr _,_, "_ Ori_ C Di, _,;,(
computed once and stored it, regicters i£ the compile_- ic
ak, lc to recognize them. The compiler 'c el{oft can be on
hanced b;w placing t_ie c. ubeYp, r-(:.ssior: Jr, parer, the.>es
E> .!;fnp_ c :
A(1) = e(1) + (c(I
E(1) = F(1) + G(1)
H(1) = P(1) + (C(I
Ag..ir,_ thi= [ more cEFicient than F. lac ir,g l-he ton-,,,ic.F, " _J_.1_:
pro'c- 2or, i _, :. tcmpo;-;._-_. ..ariob!_ and ,Jsi:,g _.he t._r_,pc:_-ar>
11 }--' C I< :,[,, i U t-_'t" i Or'iS_, ,
] I: t ] _0 5 bIO _ - j- IOCIp_, cont_ir, c_n,mor, cube :p:-cs._- ioq-_: : r,d tb,c
!.:)op_ c_l"_ be cornbir,ed _Jit>,out c},.ar_j_r,g the meaning of the
code, c{o 'so. This allows, better utilizztion of iF,,_
corr, t.[ !<:r-' s optimization c_pahi] i!:ic2 .
Multiplication oper_,tion- are !a_.s ._omp,.!tatJor,al]> _:.I:,cr,: ] ,',:
- _ Cl,ar',go d L. i:.,ior', bb' .:_ cor, c. tc, r,t1:1,_:-, .::re c]i'_i_ic, l, ope_= ,_ior,_..
to ,.ultipiJc_tion ,.._her, e,..er po._:ib_c ..-J[tflout losing a.-.zu, r.{.c j
Example :
}'.}C2 C 0 nh e E
j
,'-I7
. Convert Elo_ting point e×ponentiatior,
tion whenever possible.
E:_Jarr,p i e :
becomes
>' *_ ,-1.0
integer e×ponentia-
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GUIDELINES FOR MICROTASK
Microtaskir, g cam be mccomp]iched autor,,aticcll!,, thfoughout
the code u:ir, g .__.utotasLing on _ic.ctivel'.. by inclLid] r,g compiler
.:'_irectives in the opecific sections ,_Jhcre microt_<skir, g is c]e-
sirod, Use of compiler- directives to Eorce rnicrotaskir,g requir-es
that the use,- be thoroughly familiar u..bitk, the cede. He _,u<_:
understand the scope c,f the variables c,i_,_ected L) tl,c" code sec -
*;.or, -.r,d ,Jmdor-::t.und the effects o,_ =i,l,jlt:::,,c.oL,= __..ccJti:,r, oI_
di£ferent CPt!::. r'Pl pro,_ i.-Icc tools such .__- SPY rbrid F:__ ft_ :__. t.b
" _- d_.:* u,ir, _" f crepe Tl,occ _r',tcrc:sticc] it, u,:,r, g: ='-: ., i] _}_2 Qr .i -i(,_ 'C . "
sort, plier c]irec:tive_ _-a enforce mlc:-ot_s' it, 9 shoul,:l i-- re< _o tk, c
CRI !_]ser _ s Guide to efT".
Autotas_J. ng may be ir,'..oked usir,9 t,5c. con,ruar, d
cf77 -ZP
ur, d may also be clsed ir_ combination witI", LOOPMARF
T_ACE _.._it.h !:},e cornn-.L_p,d'_:.
,-, r,ct / c, r- FLOW -
.:f_?. -em -Zp (LOOm-MARl-"
(FLOWT_ACE
cf79 -em -P -Zp (both)
Autot.:_s k:i r,g does not always reduce the wall-clocP time
required to _-un the code because it depends on the r,umbL. r of CPUs
sv;_i/able, .:,r,d cam .:-.n]> r_duce the time by l/n, where n i- the
total number nf CPUs, :,t best. Autotasking is rnore ]i_ el_:., to '..e
use'Ful when rur, r,ir, g the code at ofF-peak times.
Be sure to e:,amir_e all output :ftmr :-unr, ing the code .....]tS,
._,Jtotas,_ ] r,g , .:,s _,tatemer_ts may be e:_ecc'tod ir, a diF{erer, t c{--der
:,rid rney pt-oduc'd c{ifl"cr_r-it results .
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RESULTS
The._=c met,hods and techr,ique_ _.-Jere applied +o s ,..er_- ion 0£ a
¢'C_.l_rga __.,D code called ROTOR, L.Jhzch _.J,i_:: obt.::ir,ed ,_rom NAS.\/Har-
. _J
•:hall Space Flight CEnter. This version of POTOR :.sntai;, .... 31
routine,z, includir, g the mair, program. O{ these. 31 , tl-,_re _-Jere !_
,-hich were called rcl.::ti',L, 1/ F,_.H times .-:_r,d it-, which 0.Olr'_, :.- lea_--
of th. =_ tc.t._.l r2PU time _-_as _pent. Of the ;-._-,_,_ [r,ir,cs _[_' ._i !,_,u
3 , b *tir,e_. , _'OUl- ,.-,ere. <.:.r,',p]::-''c.:_ . ..ect. orized, ir, cludir,_ ,,._ _Jo it,
w},ic}, thc _ .::r'gest perc-er,+ ]<c-_ ,£{ f im_ _,Jel-e :: pc..r,t- :_r,d _-,._o ,_ere
ir,pL!t/.."L)_JtpLJt r outir,,E.2.. T}_@rc f :.re , _.:,rtc 4:o c r,_,cr,( ÷= " - r ] zc
tion ,.ar: prin,aril> ! ;mit.__'.d ¢::_ 12 of 1.}-,e :_ubrc,L, tir, a __ .
Vectorization e'nhar_cemer, t c.T#ortf, it, three o£ these zubrou-
tines resulted in .in increase in t!-,e .:,mount oF CPU time ; the
largett increase ,,_as s. 988 ar, it_ , _-_it_, =_ mean ir,,::-cst_ of 3 . 077
units. The unit time decre._e ©bserved ir, t}4: other _ukrc:,utines
ranged _rom 0.082 to .58.721_ _Jith _, me_n decrease of 11.422
units. _}hen c'Fforts in these ._ubroutir, es _._ere e,..haustc-c!, the 13
"insignificant" subroutine5 _ere also e_an.i ned and modified.
After 5.1l modi#icaticr, s }',ad beer', made, the total time [or e.,.ecm-
tion =f th< pr-ogr_m dropped from 1068.703 to 961.288 units, a
decre_-:_ :.{ 92.415 ur, ifs, or 9.2.°o.
,: .:_mir, c_+:ior, of each _:ubt-outine revealed that me .-_ode _ptimi
zation could be performed.
The code. _as compiled and run with the autotaskir,9 Fc:,t,J_ e
er_abled. The v:slue for output parameter DRIMAX differed from thc
output o{ the original code ir, the ninth decimal plat,:,, ,z_nd that
For DROMAX it, tl,e s/_th decimal place. Inlet amd c_:_t -or_-'Jtiol,
result: ,L!if{ered from those obt&ined _rom the originc, l .:trois. r, :_
the code as Follo_-:..
Parameter Decimal place
Re I NL 12
_,U ] NL 9
PW ] NL 2 -I
PSI NL 12'
PT],NL no, .c i<,:2or,
ROEb:T 8
C'P"P_XT 9
PTEXT 9
"J_ 1 oc i t, c_
T}_ L':,:=r must d._t_rr,_Lne _-_h,;:_tl,cr tbzs- ,:{i{#erer, ces
c 6 r_t .
are sigl,i{i-
5O
OF POOR .',_jALil"_

Implementation of Equilibrium Chemistry
1. Introduction
The knowledge o1= chemical ,_.quilibrium cor, po_itions of :,
chemi::.:,l "_>'-.torn I,:_'m[t: .>r,e +o c_,Icol.:_to theoFeti, c:,l _h<rn,od_i,anL-
ic pr-operties 1=oF the '_:!,'stem. There propc.'-tics (_,:;_ b= __pplJed to
a wide varicl--_, c.F ;:ioblct,_s ii-, chc-rni_-.tt-'.. .:ind prot:,ulz,_or_ engin_:er
ing. Some application: are tl-,e design _r_ t,r,a!: sis ,_.f tqui!ibriL_n,
such .i_s c:ompFe_sors _ t;Jt-Iz:,i;'_-_'L, (_O_:2 ] O£ , .__n9 i I',CuS, C },OC _ tubes ,
heat exch,:;r,gcr'£ ,, and mrocessir,g cq,Jiplncr',t.
Consider.-:..k. lc numel-icul calcul.-_tionc. .nFe neccssamy to obt._ir,
equilibrium compositions for- comply.;,, c!-,<n,i_ _ :__ f:rr, s . Tl'_is h_,s
resul ted in a number of digital computer progr.:,rn: _o .:!c) the
calculations . A computer program (CEC , ! ) _,Jri tten st H/%SA Lewis
_esearch C<!nter if', 1981-1062 }-,as l--,ad a _ic]_ acceptance. Ho_-;.<_ver,
in calculating the ,_ast :heroical a._:_ti©,,s i;-, !a_-ge-scale _r,d
rnultidinler,sior,ol l:?c.blcn!¢ _ tl_i< cjen_:r _.-_l,:}-,ernistt-V cede {CEC) i:
':o inef¢icient. TI,ere -:_ro _e.er:l r-equ]r.:r,,er_t*_ of :.,, cci_ilik_-J,IH,
ct-,erni:.trb' solver to be iml:)len_r, te¢_ it, PF[) codes. These ._-_. t_he
cc, mp,Jtatior,al efficienc>, and the reliabilit.. _,U,e remit, objective
of the pt-esent study is to implement .:_nd modify the e:<istin9
equilibrium chemistry sol.,'er to meet t:_",e__c Fequi._erner,ts.
To improve the reliabilit>._ the equi] ibr ion .__olver _.._ith the
free ener-gy minimization [:_FOC eclu _- : is ._=._,le.:ted . Chemical
equili!)rium iz usually described by cit},er of t_-Jo equi',alc, r,t
formulations equilibrium cor,s ta nt%. oc rr,i ni,T,i :a tior, of ( r .-_'e
energy. In comparison u_ith Gibb _ _ ..Free ene r-g',, minimization
method, the equilibrium cor_st.i, nl. metf,od P,:,s: __e...cl-al dissdvant:_gc_-
whicl_ are more boo!-h<eplr,£,, i)orr, cF_::.:! J-fEicultie2 bJitb, use of"
chemical components , and more clif{icuit_. ], r, testing {or pre.c-eF, ce
of some condensed :;:.cciet. F'.Jit},er-n,or: , *}]: GilJ_Js _,"ce (_r_cFgy i:
most easily rr,inimincd . Fo:- the_ e :-: -us .:it,:, t_-,e _ree-ene-rg>
mir_imiz:_tior, F.armL_l_tioF, i: used.
The ,c.rim._-> _-equirement oi_ an equilibrium <.c.l_c.r ir, a lorg<
finite c]iF'ference :od_ is tt-,,-_-_, " t ' - F,:,st A _', pic _1 ruF, oF
multidin,er_sion.:,l _rrr.._ [< r,t . pl-_ >' '.-.z._c.tir,g £].ow.: req,_:i!-ec tP.c
equilibrium problem to be _ ol'_.ed ÷bout a millior, times .
Typicslly, the speed o1= ar, c,lgor-ithm in solving c, 'singlt= pro_:ien,
is ,i,easured. ir_ rnitliseconds. E._.ch c.tra rH] ]lisecar, d r-e.quirecJ b_.
the _ol.,_:r _i!l t;.:,r,-z.l_,te into ,_,bout 17 .'_ddJtior,_l mir_<.'tJ_ oi:
computer '?PL] tirl_c.. To in_pr-c,'_e the eFf[ci-i',cy [I-, t_:rmc oF .:ornput-
ing time ar,d .:cn'..er-ger_cs , tk,c' pr._.cer,t equiliL_r icm .:_[_emistr>,
sol._<., ,*_ill c_<Ic,pt : },iera_-c}-,i._:,l ._Igarithrn [2] _i',:c}-, cornb, i_,c t_",e
speed oi = Gauss _ie.zel .',ct},od :-r,cl t!nc cor:...el-gencs- oE Hc_._ton n,e't_,-
od.
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2. General Progr ,, Features
.....J (ADAPT] h,_s _-hc far,ctionalIjThe- b re'_ er'_t <q,Ji 1 ibr iclr_..... ,_;c , -
__imilar features _.Ji+h c, thet _ ,.i_ting _,:]c_- ] '!:.: urn -:,i.:::;-:: • . ::c:pt
• _ _"' { *L !-,e l_-idimsncior, a] r_FD :Ddes ADAPTth, e &d_sp __,,D_, _ -":/ _j . t mu _ .-. -
_solution procedure u_ing Cibk, ' !-rc:'t- _r, crg_ ,-,,Ln]_nJi "_.tic. r
t_chr, ique F, rovides useftll option_ either ,-, .:omp!ctc ccmbuctio:,
equilib_-ium model or .=_- FLill equilil'riiurn m_..._c-] _ In _^Jhiz!-, tY,s f,Jl±
" <roy c.,_ zpe-cic.-s o. i'::tin9 L_nde-m chcrnicc,] ect,_li ] i Y;< i-_r,, ,<onditions
• s obta _._,ed e t <ach 91"id poir_t _itl_. t l-,_ :divan p;-_czu, r,} ..=r,d
c r,t !',o 1 p>' ,
Ir, 9encrol , the %DAPT code i_rovi.J±'= .... :or_,F>utcr-orientec{
rt,stherrlat L_._l L_,,::,d<-I eL,,r t. 1,e r_,mjc-t corHb'.!::, t::;- _,;-,d r_-::.:]c Hl_ich car,
be u'_=:ed to e'_=tin,{_tc- the [,t.:?r'Fc, r'mc:.r, ce of :. 9J'._ r, r_n,-iet d@sicjF, arid
to parametrically e,/.s:lu.ute t-l-,e cfF<c::ts oT ct,._,,9_'- ir, the design
on combustor ._r,d r,o-'nle perf<_rm_n:-z. Tt i± _._rit1:_=i_ _,ith r_umerous
<_.set options to _,ll©vJ considar.-:,tic, r, .o# a r,t.,n,bu: of F,otcntial
combustor and noz:!,::. .{esigr,s_ includir,9 r)r-o..,isior, for {:uel ir-,jmc-
*:ion it, liquid from +}_e L.__:,]I:.ci in<.trcsm Cu< I ii,jccto" _.. Multi-
ple fuel zr, g,..,'_-t_ _c..: ....... _,-. _,.--,> be i_,corpor ;':..,.
," Th t-_ " t.;.O _ k _'-I '' i" r° r" " 't.'J}-,_I, ,_,. A_.T _s impte,_,'_r, . .... : , --.,-<
Rrc, cedure e,r£. _unwr, arimcci _.< fol lo_'_-. :
b,e !.- c "c- :olution
,.,elc, atin9 Lr, iti.-_l profilo d_ta _-or the -l .: p ,2 r-, :J,: n t . ar-iables
for _Jhic h d _ t,:_ ha .e been input . ?on,wu t_- _lement ,_,os.:
J:ractions 1_rorn the species mass Fractions input. [>:tFact
£rom memor-/ the r,ece_sa_' tk_ern_odb :,etHic d_.ta for e__ch oi:
the -:pecies it, eluded. In 9enerol, { r,iti_,lizc the
calculation.
perform £quilibl ion, calculatior, at 9!'_er, cnthalp-/,
and c.lelnc-r,t mas__: fractions to obtain species.
pr_sLui -_z
obtain all otk, c.r profile information, '--9- dcr,_it9 , :p._.:i{ic
_- C'LC _ i-Orb r-L' 't_ t:,Ci %1" _b,e:_,_ ph-'< ic.:._l csord [r,e, tes , _ic. co_--i_".' ""m '
,) ,:!_ *< i-,i, i r',r _he :hangc in t b, _'-- C; -_. p_ r_ C:C: _ i ..... 1 _ lr '_,.q
c:©r,'vectiof _r,d tuFbLllenl: c]iffu<> [,.e _-orcc---_ tb, rc,'_g!-, rll_:_-,i, 1 '_c,_._
soJ. utJo_, of the go,,::r-ning e-quatJor,'s k;2' Cl'::i_-,C_ _-_._' _od r- .
a) ;-c't:ul n t::. :tep (.b).
3. Validation of Present Equilibrium Chemistry Model
. , ©Q__
.:,li ...... t-b,E i-c_e'r,t rquillb_ium c!',:_.'n_'-<' _ _- _ _l',z-T (_, L
- :ir, t c}nemi.zt',-9 resu its ,:,f _DAPT ar-e con,parec_ _it:_ _[C result£ .
_ ' " i-est f:u< I _ 4 : p_-:cic: t',_
,- ;'Opa,',c i .... _9) iS <elected ,.aS .:..... '-'
cor, side',-.L:', i,, ,hE<APT _-_k,ile 58 -pecies are conz:ide<{d "r, CEC. The
:elected .::onc{itior, i'_ ctoicb,,ornetric . The r,umeric_,_ .-c-sultc. of
ADAPT :- _ oft" :,re -cimm,srimed Jr-, Tc, ble 2 _,r_d Tabl_ <_. T.he _.!an_
t-gmperatore " nd the rnol_: {r:sctior, oF ._F,< c]ornir,_,t :_ l:,_:.c ., ....
;d_O) are the key .ori_blcc t.s c..::,[,_'c.t._:, tc }',c,_._i "- _::k, le: 1 .r',d
OR|Gi_,,/,tL "-.,. :.
OF P,,.,,-,_, <:,i.. ;. fl'Y
r: ,'_
2, overall agl .ment For _:lame temperatu and species mole
fractions are sati__fsct©ry. In P/H case listed it, Table I_ the
<J_,.. [._tic, o,s in "Flame ternpc, r_ture 0rid species mc, le {r_ict tons .._., _;-
within 0.@ _, _.r_d 0.'J _'_, r'e_pect_' sl/. In T/P case listed in Table
2, the= de',i.:_tior_s of cfJc_c .i-_: m<.lt £; act_ic.n:: ore _.Jit!',tr. 0.2 0 _r,
fci-rh s c = rtptl *ime I " t -_' " To _ A
....... __ zr_ ble i s_r, cl _ DAPT ].s ccJmputstion-
all/ r, ore efficient tl-,._lr, (:EC_ r_pecia_l), for T/P case, ADAPT is.
-'- ] four- times f,tstc: th,sin ?ECrou=,,, ;. _ . Those nurner :cal rc:ultE
:ncliaate th_nt ADAPT c.]i, l',on,:!]._ tt,< comli!e,: equilibr iL_m .:hemi.itr>
pr.t, blen,:. _j't_., ,,__L,e /in,it_" ._, F ::-l-t_z'cip_tir,9"" <hemic.:_l spc,-_ie=_ >r,d the
compu ..... i <,r-,o I eff icier, c:,,
4. Conclusions
Numerical resul *....o _ _ff,e
...... pl-c_znt ,-_'quT ] "_Ji-iuiH chemistr> ,:ode
...... ' I-, OEC: t c-;_:l ..... Tf,e-_-a numcric.:_l
results lr,d].&c.t.a that the preser, t .:_quil [bri,Jn-, zol,.'_.r ,car, handle
the comp]_<_ , qu.[! [briun_ c!,en_i..t r>' problerr, s t.Jith tt,e ! imitec{
participatir',g ::!-,emic_,l ' p::.ir__ .: r-,d the computatior,al a.t:{ic i_r,c'<.
The Eutur:2 wc, rht ir,ctu,Je th(: i,nl]lcnleritbtic, r, 'of ,._[;APT cquil [._r i<lrr,
cod<, it, C'TD coclec ':ucb, ,'_'s FD,_JS :,r,d M_oT.
1 .
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$4 OF PO0,_ _""A .......-= %@-; L|I I
Table 1 . Comparison oi:
temperature and species mole
CPU timL _ predicted _:lame
<faction for _/H condition
CP, AY- XNP Flame Mole Fractior,
CPU time (.z, ec) temp. (°K) H-_O CO<
Present 0 ....059 2219 8 0 ]429S 0 i00 _
Code
CEC 0.070 2218.0 O. 14295 0.10037
Code
v
Table 2. Compar isor, of CPU time, predicted flame
temperature and c. pecLes mole fraction _or T/P condition
CRAY--XMP Flame Mole Fraction
CPU time (see) temp.(°K) H_O COo
Present 0 016 _. 18.0 0,14299 0.10058
Code
CEC O.OGG 2218.0 0.14296 0.10038
Code
.................................................................
